Spatial reference and scanning with the left and right hand.
Discrepant findings on performance by the two hands in spatial tasks make it difficult to infer spatial coding unambiguously. We tested the hypotheses (a) that the left hand is consistently better in haptic spatial tasks and (b) that adding spatial reference information produces more accurate coding in spatial tasks, independently task and hand effects. Instructions to use external cues from a surrounding frame as well as body-centred cues for reference produced highly significant increases in accuracy in haptic distance and location experiments. The distance experiments showed no hand differences. A small right-hand advantage with longer positioning movements in the recall of locations was significant when combined with left-hand scanning of the frame, but did not relate to reference conditions. Hand use interacted significantly with the location-versus-distance experiments, but showed no interaction with the spatial reference factor, which was highly significant in both experiments. The finding suggests that modes of coding need to be distinguished from cross-lateral effects of sensory input conditions. The study shows that varying reference information offers a potentially useful behavioural tool for distinguishing spatial coding from input and task conditions independently of hand performance. Methodological, practical, and theoretical implications are discussed.